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Silicon Germanium: Technology, Modeling, and DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Filled with in-depth insights and expert advice, Silicon Germanium covers all the key aspects of this technology and its applications. Beginning with a brief introduction to and historical perspective of IBM’s SiGe technology, this comprehensive guide quickly moves on to:
	Detail many of IBM’s SiGe technology development...
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The Retina and Circadian Rhythms (Springer Series in Vision Research)Springer, 2014

	Daily rhythms are a ubiquitous feature of living systems. Generally, these rhythms are not just passive consequences of cyclic fluctuations in the environment, but instead originate within the organism. In mammals, including humans, the master pacemaker controlling 24-hour rhythms is localized in the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus...
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Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC) design is an exciting area for research
or product development. Technologies are constantly being improved, and as
they are, circuits formerly implemented as discrete solutions can now be integrated
onto a single chip. In addition to widely used applications such as cordless
phones and...
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Analogue and Digital Electronics for Engineers: An Introduction (Electronics Texts for Engineers and Scientists)Cambridge University Press, 1984

	This new edition of Ahmed and Spreadbury's excellent textbook Electronics for Engineers provides, like the first edition, an introduction to electronic circuits covering the early part of degree level courses in electronics and electrical engineering. The text of the first edition has been entensively revised and supplemented to bring it...
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Advances in Silicon Carbide Processing and ApplicationsArtech House Publishers, 2004
Learn the latest advances in SiC (Silicon Carbide) technology from the leading experts in the field with this new cutting-edge resource. The book is your single source for in-depth information on both SiC device fabrication and system-level applications. This comprehensive reference begins with an examination of how SiC is grown and how defects in...
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Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	The third edition of Hodges and Jackson's Analysis and Design of Digital Integrated Circuits has been thoroughly revised and updated by a new co-author, Resve Saleh of the University of British Columbia. The new edition combines the approachability and concise nature of the Hodges and Jackson classic with a complete overhaul to...
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Psychiatric Disorders in Pregnancy and the Postpartum: Principles and Treatment (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	A panel of top experts in perinatal psychiatry reviews the many recent studies on the use of psychiatric medications in pregnancy and postpartum and assesses their impact on the diagnosis and treatment of pregnant/postpartum women. The authors focus on each of the major psychiatric illnesses, including depression, anxiety disorder, bipolar...
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Analog BiCMOS Design: Practices and PitfallsCRC Press, 1999
This book presents practical methods and pitfalls encountered in the design of biCMOS integrated circuits. It is intended as a reference for design engineers and as a text for an introductory course on analog integrated circuit design for engineering seniors and graduate students. Abroad range of topics are covered with the intent of giving new...
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RF Systems, Components, and Circuits Handbook, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2005
This extensively revised and updated edition of the 1997 Artech House classic, RF Systems. Components, and Circuits Handbook, offers you a comprehensive, one-stop resource on the latest developments, key technologies, and applications of radio frequency (RF) engineering. Among the numerous updates, the second edition includes brand new chapters on...
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Microwave Transistor Amplifiers: Analysis and Design (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1996
A unified presentation of the analysis and design of microwave transistor amplifiers (and oscillators) — using scattering parameters techniques.
FEATURES:

 

	A clear and straightforward presentation designed to be comprehensive. A self-contained book.
	Examples based on practical...
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Modern Semiconductor Devices for Integrated CircuitsPrentice Hall, 2009

	Modern Semiconductor Devices for Integrated Circuits, First Edition introduces readers to the world of modern semiconductor devices with an emphasis on integrated circuit applications. KEY TOPICS: Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors; Motion and Recombination of Electrons and Holes; Device Fabrication Technology; PN and...
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RF and Microwave Passive and Active TechnologiesCRC Press, 2007

	In the high frequency world, the passive technologies required to realize RF and microwave functionality present distinctive challenges. SAW filters, dielectric resonators, MEMS, and waveguide do not have counterparts in the low frequency or digital environment. Even when conventional lumped components can be used in high frequency...
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